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Executive overview 
 
The recently published NAPF report - “Where is the workforce in corporate 
reporting?” (NAPF, June 2015) - has successfully summarised and crystallised the 
current debate on human capital management (HCM) reporting.  It 
acknowledges a present impasse (see side bar) but has re-ignited the debate 
around how best to report on human capital and its link to sustained value 
creation. 
 
This now presents all interested parties with a fresh opportunity to make 
significant progress in this area. However, we must move beyond the current, 
conceptual framing of the dialogue, which is founded on the notion that 
rudimentary people metrics will offer a way forward. We argue here that human 
capital measurement is particularly problematic and requires skilful use of 
insightful indicators if HCM reporting is to become established as an integral 
part of mainstream company reporting.  
 
Beyond basic metrics  
 
Joanne Segars acknowledges that the whole topic has reached an impasse. It is 
clear that companies do not know how to report on human capital; researchers 
and analysts do not know the questions they need to ask; and investors are not 
convinced existing metrics (e.g. employee engagement scores) are telling them 
anything valuable.  Against this backdrop is a hope that the market can, and will, 
naturally lead us forward. In our view, this approach poses a significant risk as 
most companies are either ill-equipped or lack any appetite to produce 
meaningful insights. Those that have both expertise and appetite see that 
effective HCM offers a significant competitive advantage and tend to guard their 
information and insights for internal use only.  
 
The approach to HCM reporting that appears to be emerging as documented in 
the NAPF report is one based on conventional HR metrics. Its roots can be found 
in previous, abortive, attempts to develop HCM reports (e.g. the Accounting for 
People Report 2003), which shed little insight for stakeholders and ultimately 
failed to capture interest in the markets. This is best exemplified by metrics such 
as measuring investment in training and development, average hours spent on 
training per employee, and the number of courses taken. These are statements 
of activity that offer no insight or indications of actual, financial value for 
calculating returns.  This is equivalent to viewing the amount spent in pharma 
R&D as an accurate indicator of future drug success. Input and activity measures 
are not meaningful in value terms. Instead of measuring training days, 
companies should be reporting on learning output and outcomes and 
connecting them directly to financial returns on the investment. 

 
The Maturity Institute (MI) was established as a dedicated professional management institute to 
move away from this fragmented thinking and towards a whole system approach to management 
that integrates all the capitals that organizations should utilise to full advantage. This approach has 
already been subjected to rigorous academic scrutiny and is research-tested.  It views the role of 
Human Capital Management as both crucial and integral to any total value management system and 
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offers a consistent, objective and comparative methodology for analysing and measuring corporate 
effectiveness. It also considers human capital from a much wider perspective than that of the 
workforce and specifically integrates the role of external human systems, such as supply/value 
chains. This makes it a highly and mutually attractive proposition for business leaders, investors and 
other stakeholders. 
 
The opportunity 
 
Well-established accounting and auditing conventions were never designed to be capable of 
attributing specific and credible value to human capital. Nevertheless, these conventions are difficult 
to shake off and that makes them resistant to integration with new paradigms.  A reluctance to 
accept the limitations of the present system and acknowledge that a new ‘accounting technology’  is 
necessary has already unduly shaped existing efforts at producing meaningful metrics by focusing on 
easily measurable but unhelpful items (e.g. recruitment or training costs). 
 
To break out of this impasse requires a significant shift in thinking among all stakeholders.  Firstly, 
human capital must not be seen as an intangible. HCM reporting must not be about making false 
distinctions between the ‘tangible’ and the ‘intangible’ but showing where, how, and by how much 
human capital impacts on company performance and market value. Once this principle is accepted 
we will be able to start a more informed discussion “on how companies can better articulate how 
their human assets drive their strategy, contribute to growth and are aligned with the creation of 
long-term shareholder value.” 
 
The Maturity Institute goes further in having an over-arching goal (and principle) that shareholder 
value cannot be maximised until the value of human capital is being maximised: in doing so societal 
value has the best possible chance of also being maximised.  In essence, the MI view is that the 
purpose of HCM reporting is to indicate whether this virtuous cycle of inclusive capitalism is working.  
In our experience, when this solution is presented to investment analysts and investor bodies its 
inherent sense becomes very obvious and is welcomed as a mutually inclusive ‘win’ rather than a 
zero sum game. 
 
A sample HCM report 
 
Our first sample human capital report was published in 2004, after being 
commissioned by Personnel Today in response to the UK Government’s 
Accounting for People Taskforce Report (2003).  Since then this has been 
significantly developed with further additions and refinements (see Appendix 
A).  This experience has taught observers important lessons in the mechanics 
and possible depth of company reporting.  In particular, the well-accepted 
accounting conventions of variances in profit & loss statements do not 
translate well or easily into HCM reports.  For example, what is an analyst to 
make of the staff figures shown in the Barclays Africa Group table in the NAPF 
report (Figure 3)? Is the downward trend in the “Permanent employee 
turnover rate” a plus or a minus in value terms?  Does the “Women in senior 
leadership roles (%)” truly signify recognition of the value that a diverse board and executive can 
bring? HCM metrics and indicators, by their very nature, are notoriously problematic; which is why 
HCM reporting is still both in its infancy and has made little progress to date. 
 
A way forward 
 
We must recognise that HCM reporting presents a totally new paradigm for company reporting.  It 
places a much higher value on people than ever before and demands a reporting framework and 
method that can stand up to rigorous scrutiny.  However, it is still early days and so experimentation 
is a necessary part of the learning process.  The principle of voluntarism should also take precedence 
over any attempt at regulation and the market should be presented with at least one sample, 
working document as a guide for producing a meaningful HCM report.  If, as a result, we can witness 
very clear indicators of demonstrable connections between enlightened human capital management 



and company value this will be welcomed by executives who fear red-tape and bureaucracy; the 
investment community who need a more accurate picture of intrinsic value; employees who will be 
assessed on their value contribution and society at large. 
 
Through MI, OMS LLP is preparing a new, generic, corporate reporting template as a guide that can 
be used and adapted for the specific context of different industry sectors and organisation.  This 
incorporates our historical work but also integrates the new thinking and methodology we have 
developed through our recent human capital ratings work.  
 
We would be delighted to work in partnership with companies who are willing to experiment with 
our HCM reporting template.  
 
Paul Kearns & Stuart Woollard 
16th June 2015  
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Appendix A. 
 
Extracts from ‘HR Strategy. Creating business strategy with human capital’ (Routledge 2010) 
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